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[EFDA-JET - "ITER-like Wall„] [National Geographic – „A Pioneering Plant in Andalu cía”]
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Problem: brittleness of commercial tungsten
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a) microstructure & direct analysis of deformation m echanisms
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Direct analysis of deformation mechanisms
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exclusive tungsten foils from PLANSEE SE:
1 mm – 0,5 mm – 0,3 mm – 0,2 mm – 0,1 mm
1 sintered compact (> 99.97 wt.-% W)
„cold rolling“ (rolling temperature << 1200°C) 
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Microstructure: IPF & KAM 
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HAGB, 15 - 65°
LAGB,   5 - 15°
• grain refinement in S-direction
• grains stretched in L-direction
S-Direction
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TEM imaging of dislocations in tungsten
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a) microstructure & direct analysis of deformation mechanisms
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Indirect analysis of deformation mechanisms
strain rate jump test
[V. Schulze, O. Vöhringer, Encyclopedia of 
Materials: Science and Technology, 2001]
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Mechanical Properties: tensile tests
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•W100 shape:
elastic – ideal plastic
•W200-W300 (W500):
yield phenomenon after R m
similar to W sc in [110]        
[Argon, Acta Metall. Mater. 14 (1966)]
•W500-W1000:
early onset of yielding
pronounced hardening
RESULTS ApplicationsMOTIVATION CONCLUSION
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Identification of deformation mechanisms
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